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Launching a niche insurance product, we needed
an underwriting platform. While others proposed
a lengthy 6-month development, EnsurTek's
KoverUI proved invaluable. Their team efficiently
configured our niche product, delivering a
testable version within just one week. Exceptional
speed and expertise! 

Trent Brown
Director Distribution
Allstate Underwriting

EnsurTek's KoverUI has played a pivotal role in
seamlessly delivering our insurance products to
market, including an outstanding Direct-to-
Consumer travel product, integrated with our
insurance partner Battleface. The expertise they
bring has not only made distribution of our
product’s easy but has also enabled seamless
integration and customer journey, contributing
significantly to our success.

Stuart Byars
Chief Executive Officer
Mustard Underwriting

Why Choose Us?

Effortlessly create any insurance
product  using our no-code  faster.

Faster distribution via portals,
mobile apps, and APIs instantly,

Streamline workflows and save time
by centralizing all processes in one.

Connect effortlessly with other
systems through APIs, no data silos.

Solves insurance issues with faster
processing and innovation in mind.

Experts with track record of
delivering complex solutions.

Fully compliant, secure, and subject
to regular audits.

No-code platform empowers Insurers, MGAs,
Underwriting Agencies to configure & distribute
insurance products instantly. Streamline
workflows with a centralized interface for quote
and bind, underwriting, claims, distribution,
document management, accounting, billing,
reporting & more. Boost efficiency & create new
products with KoverUI.

KoverUI: 
Simplify Insurance Operations 

KoverUI



Broker Portal, D2C Online, D2C Mobile,
Embedded API

Distribution

Receivable, Process Receipts, Payables,
Unallocated, Suspense, 
Trust

Accounting

Quote, Refer, Assign, Bind, Endorse,
Renew, Cancel & Lapse

Policy Lifecycle

FNOL, Policy & Event Validation
Assessment, Adjustment, Sourcing
Payment Settlement

Claims Module

Excel upload, Apply Rules, Table-base. 
Factor-base, Boolean-base, Algorithmic,
Premium, Taxes, Commissions.

Rating Configuartion

Dynamic, Static. Policy Schedule, Invoice 
Application Form, Certificate of Currency
PDS, Docs, Excel & images

Document Manager

Loss Ratio, Sales, Standard, Ad-hoc 
on-Demand, Business Intelligence

Reporting Dashboard

Integrate with systems such as Payment
GW, Rating Engine, Claims, Sanction, etc.

Integration

Few of KoverUI Modules

Unleash Your
INSURANCE

 Potential

EnsurTek is your trusted
underwriting platform partner.
Contact us today to discuss how
we can collaborate to take your
business to the next level in the
digital realm.

info@ensurtek.com

Configure, Launch &
Distribute

For insurers, MGAs, and underwriting
agencies, our user-friendly platform
makes adding risk questions easy with
no coding required. You can set ratings,
set up triggers for referrals, and choose
your preferred distribution channel
effortlessly.  Get instant reports and
business intelligence graphs in just a
click. Easily manage your trust account,
keep tabs on payments, receivables,
and handle receipts. Our platform is
API-ready for seamless integration with
third-party systems. Simplify your
operations with us!

KoverUI


